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Lake Davis is one of the storied 
cathedrals of northern California 
trout fishing lore. The lake’s story is 
compelling and punctuated with pike 
and poisonings, destruction renewal 
and the rebirth of one of the West’s 
epic rainbow fisheries.

After weeks of COVID 19 lockdown 
Wes Ward and I were ready to fish. We 
watched the situation at Davis closely. 
When we got word that the launch 
ramps were open it was all systems 
go for an overnight trout-venture in 
late April.

We had a fair bit of experience 
fishing the lake during the fall, but 
neither of us had hit it in the spring. 
We knew the action could be epic, 
but we had no concrete expectations 
beyond the promise of adventure!

Note: Mag Lips are extremely versatile 
trout plugs. They can be fished across 

a wide range of speeds, they dive 
aggressively and the skip beat action they 

display creates bone jarring strikes.

On The Hunt For 
Big Davis ‘Bows

6:28 am- One final gear check before sliding the 
Hobie Pro Angler onto Davis’s trout rich waters. Water 
Temperature: 47. Air Temperature 30. Forecast: Mostly 
clear with a few scattered clouds and light wind. Moon: 
Waxing Crescent coming out of a new moon phase.

7:01 am-Success comes early when a 
14-inch brown trout blitzes an orange and 
chrome Trigger Spoon Jr. running off one of 
Cal’s signature series yellow leadcore rods.

6:50 am-A Trigger Spoon Jr. is running 15 
feet deep off a hybrid leadcore rig and an orange 
trolling fly is running just under the surface on rod 
No. 2 as sunrise explodes over the Sierra Crest.



The bite was good in the 
first hour after dawn, but the 
action actually intensified as 
the morning went on. While the 
fishing was never wide open, it 
was very steady with Cal and 
Wes each landing 3 to 4 fish 
per hour.

Wind chop was a key 
component to the action. As 
long as there was a little rip 
on the surface, the rainbows 
remained aggressive. When 
the wind back off and the 
surface went glassy, the trout 
got a lot more conservative.

Flies and Trigger Jr’s were 
the hot ticket for Cal on the 
first morning trolled at 1.8 
mph 8 to 15 feet deep. Wes 
bumped his speed up to 2.3 
and enjoyed hot action on a 
pink Trigger Spoon.    

Note: Trigger Spoon Jr’s are deadly for both 
large trophy size trout and pansize planters. 

Anytime the situation calls for compact 
spoon and a presentation in the 1.3 to 2 mph 
range the Trigger Spoon Jr is a great choice.

9:36 am- A spray of white water and a 
chrome bright rainbow suspended in midair at 
the end of Wes’s leadcore set up. With the water 
temperature barely inching up to 50 in mid-
morning, the trout were energetic and full of fight.

9:41 am- The Pink Trigger Spoons pays off 
again! Wes caught several husky rainbows in the 
3-pound class during the two days he spend plying 
the waters of Lake Davis from his Hobie Outback.

10:16 am- Wes was on fire right out of the 
gate on day one, hooking rainbow after rainbow 
and landing almost all of them. Indeed, of all 
the hard charging rainbows he hooked the first 
morning, only one managed to shake the hook!



Note:- The bright orange flesh displayed by Lake 
Davis trout is a testament to the forage in the form 
of aquatic insects and freshwater shrimp that the 

lake provides. In author Cal Kellogg’s opinion 
Davis rainbows are second only from the rainbows 

at Eagle Lake in terms of table quality.

      

When the breeze died around 
noon the bite died with it, so 
Wes and I broke for lunch. Glassy 
water combined with a high 
blue sky is pure poison for trout 
anglers, but we were confident 
that breeze would soon return and 
our confidence was rewarded.

A short time after lunch we 
saw a push of breeze working its 
way down the length of the lake. 
Almost as soon as ripples form 
the trout bite was back on again.

We continue to have great 
success on his pink Trigger 
Spoon, while I relied on my 
Trigger Jr and my fly. The spoon 
was getting the most action but 
the fly was getting the biggest 
trout. Orange was the hot color 
for me.

2:11 pm-Remember as breeze 
increases rainbows will come to the 
surface to orient in the current created 
by the breeze. This impressive 22 inch 
3.34-pound rainbow nailed an orange 
trolling fly pulled 6 feet deep in the 
middle of the afternoon during bright 
breezy conditions.

1:22 pm- Cal kicked off the 
afternoon with a bang when this 
acrobatic rainbow crushed an 
orange Trigger Spoon Jr. working 
off the downrigger at 15 feet. Post 
lunch, the water temperature has 
bumped up to 52 on the surface 
and the breeze remained steady 
from 5 to 7 mph.

1:29 pm-A taste for Trigger Spoons put this 
husky chromer into the smoker. On day one Cal 
kept five fish that measure from 18 to 22 inches.



Note: Mag Lips are extremely 
versatile trout plugs. They can 

be fished across a wide range of 
speeds, they dive aggressively and 

the skip beat action they display 
creates bone jarring strikes.

On day two we awoke to 
cloudy skies and zero breeze, 
but the forecast called for a 
stiff breeze to kick in by 11 as a 
low-pressure area approached. 
Our plan was to hit the water 
early, spank the trout for a few 
hours and then head for home 
right around the time whitecaps 
descended on the lake.

The action was as good as it 
was on day one, but it was still 
excellent by any standard.

Wes pounded the trout early 
with his pink Trigger landing 
several good trout, but he 
ultimately paid the price for his 
incredible hook to land ratio 

from the day before. At one 
point on morning two he lost 
5 fish in a row, the streak of 
lost fish culminating with one 
fish snapping his leader and 
making off with his one and 
only pink Trigger!

While Wes was on Trigger 
spoon patrol, I spent some 
time casting small jig flies to 
the trout with my new Elite 
trout spinning rod, which was 
a blast. I also spent some 
time power trolling with a 
Mag Lip and that proved to be 
a productive way to finish the 
trip.

Editor’s Note: Most of the 
tackle Cal mentioned in this 
article including Spoons, 
Trolling Flies, Fishing Rods 
and more can be found in his 
online tackle shop on the Fish 
Hunt Shoot website at

7:17 am- Fish On! Utilizing the stealth of his kayak, Cal peddled 
within casting range of trout breaking on the surface and tossed tiny 
jig flies to them. While the fly didn’t match the hatch, by working it 
through the zone with his fast action Elite Series trout spinning rod, 
Cal was able to draw reaction strikes from some very nice rainbows..

7:24 am- This battler pounced on an orange 
and brown jig fly and was only brought to the net 
after several runs and wild jumps. Teaming flies 
with high performance spinning gear works!

8:39 am- An orange and gold 3.0 Mag Lip was the ticket for 
tempting this heavy rainbow. The plug was moving at 2 mph about 
10 feet deep. Cal located a bay where the tops of the weeds were 
about 12 feet deep and he was able to pull several trout out of the 
vegetation while pulling the Mag Lip over their heads.
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TRIGGER SPOON JR KIT

TRIGGER SPOON KITTURBO FLASHER KITPRO SERIES FISH EYE 
DODGER KIT
Foil Finish with Dual Eyes and 
Crinckle Back

  $38 

6 Finishes Attract Trophy Trout
Premium Red Treble and Prominent Eye

Minimal Drag replaces Dodger for 
Faster Presentations

 $25      $25     

 $25     

6 Finishes Premium Red Treble and 
Prominent Eye, Ideal for Slow Trolling

 $30      $25     

SPEED SPOON KIT
Fast Trolling, Casting,  or Jigging
 Red Treble and Prominent Eye

TROLLING FLY KIT
10 Premium Flies and Wiggle Discs 
Deadly for Trophy Trout 

 $25      $99     

Visit our store at Fishhuntshoot.com

MEGA TROLLING KIT
Spoons, Dodgers, 
Grubs, Flies, and 
Terminal Tackle 
all in one kit

TRIGGER SPOON MAGNUM KIT
4 color set of 3.5” Trolling Spoons 
for Big Trout and Kings


